Dusit Thani Bangkok to remain open throughout the year
so developer can add even greater value to the new hotel
Originally slated to close for redevelopment this April, Dusit International’s
iconic flagship hotel will now operate as usual until 5 January 2019.
Bangkok, 3 January 2018 – Dusit International, one of Thailand’s foremost hotel and property
development companies, has announced that its iconic flagship hotel, Dusit Thani Bangkok, will
now remain fully operational until 5 January 2019 (with final check-out at 2pm on that date),
instead of 16 April of this year, as was previously announced.
The hotel’s closing date has been extended to allow Dusit and its partners more time to add even
greater value to the new version of the hotel, which will open as part of a THB 36.7 billion
(approximately USD 1.1 billion) landmark mixed-use project to be built in partnership with Central
Pattana PLC.
Founded by Thanpuying Chanut Piyaoui and opened on 27 February 1970, Dusit Thani Bangkok
was once the city’s tallest edifice and largest hotel. A new landmark for the capital, the hotel
pioneered five-star hospitality inspired by authentic Thai values and ushered in a new era of
tourism for the city, revolutionizing dining, entertainment and even the way people organized
wedding receptions in the process.
With its new hotel, Dusit International plans to mirror that success by creating a new city landmark
that boosts the area’s appeal, enhances existing infrastructure, creates new opportunities for local
businesses, celebrates Thai culture, and elevates the brand’s standing internationally.
“Since we officially announced the hotel’s redevelopment earlier last year, we have been
inundated with messages from guests, customers and long-time fans of the hotel expressing their
opinions about the project,” said Ms Suphajee Suthumpun, Group CEO, Dusit International.
“While the majority expressed excitement about our next chapter, there were also those who
wondered how we could possibly embrace our heritage and continue our legacy in a new building.
“The answer, of course, lies in taking our time to ensure we get it right. We are exploring many
ways to add value to the new hotel and mixed-use project in terms of design and innovation. This
includes embracing a green concept which reflects our prime location opposite Lumpini Park,
creating direct links to both the MRT and BTS mass transit rail systems, and alleviating traffic in
the area by providing new infrastructure.
“While our scrupulous attention to detail means we must extend the project timeline by eight
months, we are delighted that guests now have more time to experience the hotel as it stands.
We plan to enrich that experience by hosting a series of special events throughout the year.”
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Photo Caption
Photo 1 – Dusit Thani Bangkok

Photo 2 – Majesty Suite at Dusit Thani Bangkok
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About Dusit International
About Dusit International
Dusit International was founded in 1948 by Honorary Chairperson Thanpuying Chanut Piyaoui,
whose ﬁrst hotel was the Princess on Bangkok's Charoenkrung Road. Today the company is a
leader in hotel management and education and comprises a unique international portfolio of
distinctive hotels and resorts operating under four brands: Dusit Thani, dusitD2, DusitPrincess
and Dusit Devarana.
The company currently operates 27 properties worldwide and has over 50 confirmed projects in
the pipeline in key destinations such as Australia, Bhutan, China, Indonesia, Kenya, Myanmar,
Oman, Philippines, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Thailand, Turkey, and UAE.
Dusit International also operates the signature Devarana Spa and has a fast-growing Education
Division. The latter, established in 1993, comprises Dusit Thani College, which offers vocational
and postgraduate hospitality degrees at campuses in Bangkok and Pattaya; and Le Cordon Bleu
Dusit Culinary School.
In 2018 Dusit will open the pioneering Dusit Hospitality Management College, a unique fully
integrated hospitality school and hotel in Manila, Philippines.
For more information, please visit www.dusit.com.
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